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Preface
The genus Amadina brings together two species with particular characteristics, quite distant from
each other, but belonging to the Estrildinae family: the Cut-throat Finch - Amadina fasciata (Gmelin
1789) - and the Red-headed Finch - Amadina erythrocephala (Linnaeus 1758).
Both species are distributed across the vast savannas of sub-Saharan Africa, and given their
hardiness and spartan diet, they adapt well to living in a controlled environment.
For years, although readily available from importers, few have been selected by aviculturalists and
few bred for for exhibition purposes
In the last decade, due to import bans, they have been bred in captivity with more interest and many
mutations have appeared in both species which have spread their reproduction throughout Europe.
Timely is this first specific monograph signed by three illustrious experts in the sector, Messrs.
Alessandro Paparella - Emilio De Flaviis and Lucas Aranda, it is a very useful guide to follow the
evolution and popularity of breeding in selection of both. species.
The work is distinguished by the iconographic framework and the synthetic form of the texts which
responds well to the criteria of selection and evaluation of the different mutant forms, linked to
ancestral phenotypes.
It is useful to refer to the elements of the judging sheets of the Estrildidae section, where the various
areas are described, which also indicate the recurring defects.
The chapters devoted to mutant forms and their combinations are interesting, where in addition to
the phenotypes, which are well represented in the attached photos, and where the mutant actions on
the pigments concerned are reported.
Ultimately an extremely useful tool for judges and breeders of these two splendid species, which
comes out at a time of maximum dissemination in European breedings, and it will certainly serve as
a guide for the selective improvement of the Red-headed finch and it’s species Cut- throat finch.

Marie Cristine Lefèvre
OMJ international judge - Exotics section
President of the judges AOB
Administrator AOB-Belgium Board of Directors
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F.O.A.

Red-headed finch (pair)

Cut-Throat Finch (pair)

The RED-HEADED FINCH (Amadinaerythrocephala) and the CUT-THROAT FINCH (Amadinafasciata),
are the only varieties of their species and are clearly distinguished from all other estrildids. They are
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birds with a rather stocky and strong beak whose plumage predominates in shades of brown with
complex patterns of bars and mottled patterns.
Although they generally jump, the two species can walk and run, or take a "polka-dot" for short
distances (Immelmann & Immelmann). They are African birds and are almost, but not entirely,
allopaths (they frequent different regions).
Sometimes they have been treated as members of a super-species, although they may appear to
have been far from being approached with such consideration. However, they are certainly
geographic representatives.

RED-HEADED FINCH
(Amadina erythrocephala)

This species occupies a range which includes a large part of South-West and southern Africa (Angola,
Zimbabwe, Namibia, South Africa, Botswana and Lesotho).
The habitat of these birds is represented by the dry bush and savannah areas: however, these birds
do not hesitate to colonize semi-desert areas and the edges of the real desert, while permanently
remaining more linked to water sources than other birds with the same habits, such as the silver
beak.

Taxonomy
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Originally classified with many other estrildids with the name of Loxiaerythrocephala de Linnaeus,
implying a relationship with Eurasian crossbill, later this species was attributed to the genus
Amadina, which it shares with the very similar Cut Throat although in the past, two subspecies have
been recognized:
• Amadina erythrocephala erythrocephala
• Amadina erythrocephala dissita
distinguished from each other mainly on the basis of the extent and tint of the color red in the male,
researchers are currently more likely to consider the species as monotypic.

PATTERN
COLOR
HOOD
BILL
BACK

WING PATTERN
CHEST and
BELLY
RUMP

NECK

LEGS
TAIL
VENT

STRUCTURE:
Strong, heavy, robust, imposing, these are the adjectives, that are most representative of this
splendid bird, which must transmit power.
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Size: 14/15 cm, with round and well developed chest, rounded head and a large, stocky beak.
Recurring faults: flat head, thin structure.

F.O.A.

COLOUR
F.O.A.
Red-headed finch is a species with obvious sexual dimorphism, which is why mixed stams of males
and females are not exhibited.
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The colour palette of the species is composed of eumelanic, phaeomelanic pigments and red
lipochrome.
The general colour should be considered as greyish with flight ,and tail feathers and covers black
brown.
The colour of the underparts, which is at the base of the whitest scale possible, should be as bright
as possible, the rust fading towards the cloacal area to the white of the undertail.
The lipochrome, RED, all concentrated in the quarter of the head must be as bright as possible.
Intense and uniform on the throat of the male. On the cap, intense and uniform at the top, a slight
dilution in the nape is allowed. A generally moderately browner color is authorized in females. The
head should have obvious lipochrome traces, regularly distributed.
Recurring faults:
- Lipochromefaded ( shiny red or worse brick color);
- General tone which tends to turn brown (more severe in males);
- White part of the scallops opaque or with little contrast ;
- Ventral base is dull or not very obvious;
- Females, absence of obvious lipochrometraces on the head.
- Excessively dark beak and legs.
NOTE: colour is not a physical property of the objects around us, it is a creation of our mind, which
receives and processes information from the environment. In fact, each of us discriminates between
the different chromatic nuances thanks to our entire visual system perceiving the range of waves
reflected in space which determine the spectrum of the visible.
We will not mention the canonical colors but the pigments.
Consequently, from a BIOCHEMICAL point of view, we are required to make a linear distinction
between BLACK MELANIN and RED MELANIN.
Depending on the MACROSCOPIC MOLECULAR COMPONENT, we distinguish 3 distinct pigments
which have different chromatic nuances:
MELANIN RED (phaeomelanin): granular structures of very regular spherical shape;
THE BLACK MELANIN: (EUMELANIN BROWN) irregular spherical structures slightly oval shaped and
curved; and (EUMELANIN BLACK) never presents a granular aspect and a spherical shape is
conceivable which, by traction, takes a somewhat irregular spherical shape when the feather
develops.
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HEAD: LIPOCROME-EUMELANINE-PHAEOMELANINE
BILL: DEPIGMENTATED

BACK: PHEOMELANINE AND EUMELANINE
BREAST-BELLY: PHEOMELANIC
BACKGROUND
EUMELANIN AND
DEPIGMENTED SCALES (flakes)

TAIL: EUMELANINE and
PHAEOMELANINE

LEGS and DIGIT:
DEPIGMENTATED
REMIGES AND RECTRICES:
EUMELANINE AND PHAEOMELANINE

NAILS: EUMELANINE AND
PHAEOMELANINE

NOTE: The first pigment indicated has a major presence at the end of the region's phenotype.
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Head

Beak (especially the mustache)

Chest - belly – back

feather near beak

Rump - tail

head feather

belly feather

MARKINGS
Very special, clean and with well defined areas.
The head has three distinct and identifiable areas in males:
- throat
- lore
- cap
The three zones are divided by a detachment which, in the best subjects, connects the trapezoidal
tract between the eye and the beak (lores) with the clear subgular collar. This design, even without
the characteristic red color of the male's head, must also be visible on the female's head. The dorsal
design is formed by the cover mirrors which delimit the dorsal shield without markings.
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The characteristic ventral pattern is very important, consisting of sharp, rounded white scallops
bordered with black. This design should be as open and wide as possible and should extend
uninterruptedly from the throat to the rump. A thickening and a slight dilution towards the chin
strap and the cloacal area are authorized. The flanks and central area of the chest should be wide,
precise and aligned.

Markings- faults:
-Irregular ventral scaling, tending towards a zebra pattern, especially in females.
- Outline of the cap, in the male, unclear or fuzzy between the nape of the neck and the dorsal
triangle.
- Collar under the throat with very narrow design or cloacal area without design.
PLUMAGE / FEATHERING:
Hard, short and frost-free (small uniform frosting all over ). There are no recurring defects.
CARRIAGE / POSTURE:
Taking the perch at 45 °, shy and wary, a slight excitement during the judgment is tolerated.
GENERAL CONDITIONS:
It is almost always in excellent condition. Often it may present with beak growths or the anal area
smeared with feces.
NOTE: the standard, illustrated below, is purely indicative, because knowing the pigments that are
placed in a certain area of the subject, we will know exactly the composition of the colour.
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DESCRIPTION CLASSIC RED-HEADED FINCH - MALE (Amadinaetythrocephala)

The skull, mask and cheeks are dark red, which gradually turns
grey-brown at the back of the head.
The throat is grey with a light red veiling.
Lores grey brown.
A typical feature is what is called mustache hair.

HEAD

BACK AND WING COVERS

The red color of the head gradually extends into the neck.
Back and lower part (of the back) grey-brown.
Covering the grey brown wings and wings with the cream
coloured tips.
Grey-brown flight feathers.

RUMP

Grey.

TAIL

Grey brown undertail-coverts
Upper tail-coverts and under tail- covers brown with the final
extremity of a dirty white.

BREAST AND ABDOMEN

Reddish brown chest with small white dots below.
Rust-colored abdomen.
The flanks consist of white dots with black dots in the
background on a rust-colored background.
Pale grey breeches/shorts
Dirty white anal area.

HORNY PARTS

Flesh- colored feet and nails.

BILL

Flesh-coloured.

EYES

Brown. Light grey eye ring.

DESCRIPTION CLASSIC RED-HEADED FINCH - FEMALE -

Less flashy than the male, the red colour of the head is missing, sometimes with a touch of rust
or orange on the top, the nape and the sides of the neck, otherwise light brownish grey.
Upper parts slightly greyer than the male, bars and tips are less visible.
Lower parts similar to those of the male, but with sand-colored sub-terminal areas (not white bars
less sharp and individually spaced )(they do not produce the same scalloping effect that is typical
of the male); the centre
of the top is coloured pale sable.
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MUTANT FORMS
Currently, the Red Headed Finch has several mutant forms, which are also combined with one
another. With the exception of those still under study which do not have specific characteristics for
the species (translations of the Cut-throat Finch) worthy of mention are: GREY and BROWN for the
melanin pigments and YELLOW HEAD for the lipochrome pigments; there is also an allelic form
ORANGE HEAD intermediate between the classic form and the modified form.

BROWN
INHERITANCE: Sex linked recessive.
It has a general warm brown colour due to the partial melanisation of black eumelanin which
remains in fact brown leaving the phaeomelaniccharge unchanged. All the drawings must remain
well marked and the red colour of the head is lighter, orange, due to the absence of the black
eumelanin component.
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The transformation of pigments into BROWN mutations of classic form is highlighted below.

CLASSIC COLOUR

BROWN

HEAD

LIP- EU - PHAEO

BEAK/BILL

CLEAR

CLEAR

- GROUND COLOUR

PHAEO

PHAEO

- SCALLOPS

EUMELANIN

EU br

CLEAR

CLEAR

NAILS

CLEAR

CLEAR

TAIL: TAIL AND FLIGHT
FEATHERS

EUMELANIN and PHAEO

BACK

PHAEO

LIP -EU br +PHAEO

BREAST AND BELLY:

- CLEAR AREA

EU br - PHAEO
PHAEO
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GREY
INHERITANCE: Autosomal recessive.
It has a general grey colour, cold in colour due to the elimination of phaeomelanin (only black
eumelanin remains) gives the subject a particular contrast between pattern and background, more
accentuated than the classic form . All the markings must remain well marked and the red colour of
the head is purer and brighter due to the absence of the phaeomelanin component.
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The transformation of pigments into GRAY mutations of classic form is highlighted below.
CLASSIC COLOUR

GREY

HEAD

LIP- EU - PHAEO

BEAK/BILL

CLAIR

CLEAR

- GROUND COLOUR

PHAEO

BLACK EUMELANIN

- SCALLOPS

EUMELANIN

BLACK EUMELANIN

- CLEAR AREA

CLEAR

CLEAR

NAILS

CLEAR

TAIL: TAIL AND FLIGHT
FEATHERS

CLEAR
BLACK EUMELANIN

EUMELANIN and PHAEO

BACK

PHAEO

LIP -BLACK EUMELANIN

BREAST AND BELLY:

BLACK EUMELANIN
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YELLOW HEAD
INHERITANCE: Autosomal (independent), recessive.
Mutation which has the particularity of only modifying the red lipochrome pigment into yellow
lipochrome (astaxanthin).
The melanin pigments (eumelanin and phaeomelanin) remain unchanged and in maximum
saturation as in the ancestors.

A. CINTI

A. CINTI
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A. CINTI

Classic head / yellow head comparison

A. CINTI
E. CICCARELLI

Classic head, yellow head, orange head (anomaly)
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The transformation of pigments into YELLOW HEAD mutations of classic form is highlighted
below.

CLASSIC COLOUR

YELLOW HEAD

HEAD

LIP red- EU - PHAEO

LIP yellow -EU br -PHAEO

BEAK/BILL

CLEAR

CLEAR

- GROUND COLOUR

PHAEO

PHAEO

- SCALLOPS

EUMELANIN

EU br

CLEAR

CLEAR

NAILS

CLEAR

CLEAR

TAIL: TAIL AND FLIGHT
FEATHERS

EUMELANIN and PHAEO

BACK

PHAEO

BREAST AND BELLY:

- CLEAR AREA

EU br - PHAEO
PHAEO

ENEA CICCARELLI

Three males in comparison: Classic, Brown, Yellow head (Enea Ciccarelli breeding)
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MUTATION COMBINATION

Brown-grey combinations
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THROAT FINCH CUT
(Amadina fasciata)

DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT. Africa, in the arid regions north of the tropical forest zones, from
Senegal and The Gambia in the east to Sudan and Eritrea and in southern Africa to the west of the
Transvaal, the free state of northern Orange and Mozambique.
The habitat of cut necks is represented by savannah, in an area of spread presence of trees or
shrubs, mopane wood; sometimes they go to urbanized and cultivated areas, while unlike the
similar Amadine with red heads , they avoid semi-desert areas.

Taxonomy
Four subspecies are recognized, distinct from each other mainly according to the size and shade of
the coloration:
• Amadina fasciata fasciata J. F. Gmelin, 1789, the nominal subspecies, widespread in the Sahelian
belt which goes from Senegal to northern Uganda;
• Amadina fasciata alexanderi NEUMANN, 1908, widespread in the horn of Africa and in the south
of Tanzania;
• Amadina fascia contiguous CLANCEY, 1970, widespread in Zimbabwe, Mozambique and eastern
South Africa;
• Amadina fasciata meridionalis NEUNZIG, 1910, disseminated from the south of Angola to the
west of Mozambique;
the scientific name of the species derives from the band of reddish throat, similar to a bloody cut,
an image which gave its common name to the cut-necks.
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The named A.f. fasciata, is found from Senegal and Gambia to the east, southeast of Sudan and
northwest of Kenya, the A.f. alexanderi, from southern and western Eritrea. Ethiopia, Somalia,
Kenya and Tanzania appear darker, more opaque and grayer.
This is due to the fact that the black patterns on its upper parts are generally wider and that the
parts of the feathers behind the black sub-terminal patterns are more opaque and grayer.
Black designs on the underparts also tend to be both wider and more extensive, usually found on
the upper chest. For this reason, the brown spot and the surrounding speckled plumage are less
evident.
The form is found further south in the species range, AF. meridonalis is like AF. alexanderi but usually
also darker and tends to have a proportionally slightly smaller beak. The species cross and where
they meet, they all present differences due to wear and individual variations.

The cut neck is subject to melanism induced in unfavorable conditions of captivity.

Melanized female
C. Carlino
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Notes: The causes of the phenomenon are not been clarified with certainty , but the prevailing
hypothesis is to be found in an unbalance of the hypophysis that produces in excess melanizing
hormone MSH (Melanocyte Stimulating Hormone). (E. Corsini)
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Young male and female. Young birds are like adults, but details of chest color are missing and they
always have a dark beak
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STRUCTURE
The Cut-throat Finch is a fleshy bird but not too heavy. Viewed from the side, the chest / belly curve,
from the throat to below the tail, must be harmonious and sufficiently developed. Seen from the
front, the chest should be well rounded but not heavy. The line from the neck, including the tail,
should be relatively straight. The curve of the head is regular and sufficiently rounded, the eye being
placed in the center of the skull. The tip of the tail is rounded.
The Cut-throat Finch is approximately 12.5 cm long, from the tip of the beak to the end of the tail.

HEAD PATTERN
THROAT BAND (JUGULAR/chinstrap)

BEAK / BILL
BACK PATTERN

BACK

WING PATTERN

CHEST
CHEEK

RUMP
TAIL

VENTRAL
PATTERN

LEGS
VENT
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COLOR
The color should be as pure and vivid as possible. It should always offer maximum brightness and
contrast.
Male:
vertex (or cap) and the sides of the nape, light mustard color finely striped with black (the feathers
are light sand color at the base with black spots at the top); lores, cheeks and chin in white or sand
white color; crimson red band that goes from the ear covers to the center of the throat; sides of the
neck to the bottom of the throat, cream or off-white with some very fine black dots.
Mantle, back and scapulars of sand color slightly darker or more intense than the top, but barred
and speckled at regular intervals by black brown sub-terminal crescents and patches of intense sand
color at the top of the scapulars; rump and tail fin finely barred by whiter or lighter spots at the top
of the rectrices, which form a barred pattern in black and white.
Tail slightly rounded at the tip, dark brown or black-brown, brown with white spots at the end of all
rectrices, some of which (especially on the medians) wear out; in the external rectrices, the white
spot at the tip is very large and the external vane is also white.
Upper secondary median covers and large secondary covers of gray-sand (similar to the color of the
scapulars), with black sub-terminal striation and spots of sand color at the apex (at the tip) which
form indistinct wing bars; alule (or bat feathers) and dark gray-brown primary covers; dark graybrown flight feathers with light brown or mustard edges and tips.
Sand-colored chest and sides with a crescent-shaped or black fishbone pattern; brown or brown
spot of warm shade on the lower part of the chest and on the belly; light brown panties; posterior
part of the belly and undertail of light mustard color with tips of light sand color. Short beak, conical,
pointed, off-white or cream ivory, gray or with a pink or light blue-gray tint.
Female:
very similar to the adult male, of which he does not however have the characteristic red stripe on
the face / throat. The head and face are the same color as the vertex and the sides of the neck of
the adult male. Upper and lower parts similar to those of the male, but without brown spot on the
lower part of the chest and on the belly; it usually has a greater amount of black at the top of the
feathers which form full bars, especially on the underparts of a lighter sand color; the brown bars
often extend to the undertail, often absent from the belly and the back of the belly.
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Head

Fronte– cervice

Backs - flanks

Chest -belly

Rump- tail

Feather of the jugular/ necklet

Belly feather
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PATTERN
• Pattern of the throat this pattern gives its name to the species. We will only find it in males. It is
pigmented with lipochromes and, to a lesser extent, with melanins. It covers the entire area of the
cheek and ears, extending and joining the area of the chin. The area should provide maximum
brightness and the greatest possible extension. Always regular, ending on the cheeks in a rounded
and well defined manner. In the upper part of it we will find a clear area, which will act as a
separation between the throat, the eyes and the beak. This area must be present and have a pure
white colour.
• Head: a horizontal shaped eumelanic pattern coming from the contrast of the above-mentioned
pigment with the dispersed (diluted) background of phaeomelanin, which must be expressed in the
smallest amount possible, thus offering the contrast and the luminosity of the drawing compared
to the background. In males, this conception is found throughout the extension of the head and the
nape, also covering the cheek area, under the throat. In the female it is present, as in the male, in
the head and the nape (neck), as well as along the cheeks and chin due to the absence of the throat
pattern.
• Back: the same pattern is found in both sexes with the same characteristics, although more and
more contrasting and bright in males. The design of the back is formed by the contrast produced in
the feather between the different pigments. You will find dispersed eumelanin, concentrated
eumelanin and phaeomelanin, thus obtaining a scale drawing between the pigments mentioned.
The secondary and flight feathers will have the same characteristics, while the primary flight
feathers will have the highest concentration of eumelanin and should be as shiny and pure as
possible.

Note: EU Black concentrated (blue arrow) - EU Black dispersed (red arrow)
(Lucas Aranda)
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• Rump: simulates being a continuation of the back, showing patterns with the same characteristics
as those mentioned above.
• Abdomen: this area is mainly pigmented by phaeomelanin. In males, the latter pigment seems
concentrated in the lower abdomen, where a bright and oxidized "spot" of this pigment will be
observed, and which disperses from this area to the chest and flanks, showing a scaly pattern there.
produced by the contrast between the concentrated and dispersed area of the same pigment.
Females do not have the same charge as males. They have only a scaly pattern emerging in the
flanks and dispersed towards the central area of the chest, produced, as in males, by the contrast
between the dispersed and concentrated phaeomelanin.
• Tail: shiny black and oxidized, with the tip of the white side feathers.
• Plumage: The plumage must be complete and not damaged (especially on the back and chest),
smooth and silky.
In the judgment phase, the plumage must be penalized if it has a discontinuity.
• Posture: Lively but not agitated, it must take the perch quietly, the birds must be calm.
The wings are glued to the body and their ends meet on the rump. The head is slightly raised.
The fairly straightened position in relation to the perch should absolutely not denote imbalances.
The head is slightly raised.
• Condition: A good condition and the absence of malformations is a requirement.
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DEFINITION OF CLASSIC CUT-THROAT FINCH (MALE)
Colour
HEAD

Vertex (or cap) and sides of the neck, light mustard colour, thinly
striped with black (the feathers are light sand colour at the base
with black spots at the top); lores, cheeks and chin in white or
sand white colour; crimson red band that goes from the ear
covers to the center of the throat; sides of the neck to the
bottom of the throat, cream or off-white with some very fine
black dots.

BACK AND WING COVERS

Sand-colored mantle, back and scapulars slightly darker or more
intense than the top, but barred and speckled at regular intervals
by black brown sub-terminal crescents and intense sand-colored
spots at the top of the scapulars.
Upper secondary median covers and large secondary covers of
grey-sand (similar to the colour of the scapulars), with black subterminal striation and spots of sand color at the apex (at the tip)
which form indistinct wing bars; alule (or bat feathers) and dark
grey-brown primary covers; dark gray-brown flight feathers with
light brown or mustard edges and tips.

RUMP AND UPPERTAILCOVERTS

Finely barred by the whiter or lighter spots at the top of the
feathers, which form a barred pattern in black and white.

TAIL

Slightly rounded at the tip, dark brown or black brown, brown
with white spots at the end of all tail feathers some of which (in
particular on the medians) wear out; on the outer tail feathers
the white spot at the top is very large and the outer vane is also
white.

CHEST, FLANKS AND BELLY

CHEST, FLANKS AND BELLY
Sand colour with a crescent or black fishbone pattern; brown or
brown spot of warm shade on the lower part of the chest and on
the belly; light brown panties; posterior part of the belly and
undertail-coverts of mustard colour.

LEGS AND CLAWS

Horn colour.

BILL

Dirty white or ivory-cream colour, grey or with a pink or light
blue grey shade.

EYES

Brown. Light gray periocular circle (around the eye)
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DEFINITION OF CLASSIC CUT-THROAT FINCH (FEMALE)

Very similar to the cock but does not however have the characteristic red band on the throat.
The head and face are the same colour as the neck of the adult male.
Upper and lower parts similar to those of the male, but without brown spot on the lower part of
the chest and on the belly; it generally has a greater quantity of black at the top of the feathers
which form complete bars, in particular on the lower parts of a lighter sand colour; the brown
bars often continue to the undertail, often absent from the belly at the posterior part of the belly.

NOTE: the standard, illustrated below, is purely indicative, because knowing the pigments that are
placed in a certain area of the subject, we will know exactly the composition of the colour.
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Classic Cut-Throat Finch (Male)
(Amadina fasciata)
Colour and pattern
Skull:

beige brown with a regular black pattern

Nape:

beige-brown, slightly darker than the skull with a scaly black
pattern

Chin:

creamy white between chin strap and lower mandible

Jugular:

bright, pure red
chin strap: black

Chest and under of the jugular :

warm brown with a fuzzy black hammered pattern

Flanks:

warm brown with a black hammered pattern

Thigh and anal region:

creamy white with a beige tint

Back cover (mantle):

dark brown-beige with black pattern

Rump and upper tail:

dark beige-brown with black pattern

Primary and secondary flight
feathers :

dark beige-brown with a black border

Greater and median coverts:

dark beige-brown with black pattern

Lesser coverts and backs:

dark beige-brown

Upper part of the tail:

grey-black

Lower part of the tail:

dark grey with a creamy white design

Under the tail:

light brown-beige

Legs, nails and beak:

horn colour

Eyes and pupils:

dark brown surrounded by a grey-blue eye circle

Ventral spot:

brown-brown bordered with white pearls
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Classic Cut-Throat Finch (Female)
(Amadina fasciata)
Colour
Skull:

brown - beige

Cheeks and neck:

brown - beige

Throat:

under the lower mandible beige-brown cream

Nape:

beige brown, a little darker than the skull

Chest and flanks:

dark beige brown

Belly:

dark beige brown

Rump and anal area:

white beige with a beige tint

Back cover (mantle):
Rump and upper covers:

dark beige brown
rump and upper covers: dark beige brown

Primary and secondary flight
feathers, medians and large
wing coverts:

dark beige brown

Lesser coverts of the wings and
backs:

dark beige brown

Upper part of the tail:

black grey

Under of the tail :

very dark grey

Coverts feathers under the tail:

light beige brown

Legs, nails and beak:

flesh-coloured

Eyes and pupils:

dark brown surrounded by a blue grey circle

Pattern
Head and back :

black

Wing covers:

from cream brown to black

Edge of flight feathers:

black

Lower tail:

creamy white

Jugular and chin strap:

absent
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MUTANT TYPES

At present, the cut throat has several mutant forms, also combined with each other.
Note: YELLOW THROAT, ALBINO, BROWN, OPAL and TOPAZ.
Here too, there is an allelic form: the ORANGE THROAT intermediate between the classic form and
the yellow throat.
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YELLOW THROAT
INHERITANCE: Autosomal, recessive
The mutation has the effect of changing the lipochrome from red to yellow (yellow ocher);
mutation present only in males because females do not have lipochrome.
The melanins and depigmented areas will remain unchanged.

F.O.A.
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ALBINO
INHERITANCE: Autosomal, recessive.
The effect of the mutation is the total elimination of the melanin pigments. The lipochromes and
diluted areas remain unchanged.
It should be noted that all areas that remain clear should be white and pure. Any melanic trace in
the bird will be grounds for automatic disqualification.

STEFANO GIANNETTI

Albino red throat: autosomal , recessive - Albinos yellow throat : autosomal, recessive
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The combination of the Ino and
Yellow
Throat
mutations
transforms the red lipochrome
into yellow and all of the bird's
melanins will be eliminated.

Photo and breeding GRISEICAPILLA

BROWN
INHERITANCE: Sex linked recessive
The mutation prevents the completion of the formation process of black eumelanin, for which
brown melanin does not reach the black colour but fixes its maximum chromatic expression on the
brown.
The phaeomelanic charge remains unchanged, the lipochrome lighter.
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ENEA CICCARELLI
Cut Throat brown (pair)
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ENEA CICCARELLI

Brown cut throat (female)

ENEA CICCARELLI

Brown and ancestral comparison (male)
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OPAL
INHERITANCE: Autosomal (independent), recessive.
This mutation affects the melanin pigments. The so-called melanin inversion occurs (radical
inhibition of melanins) in which melanin continues to deposit in the lower area of the medullary
canal of the pen, this is why a dilute and platinum optical effect will be observed.
The lipochrome pigments are not modified, phaeomelanin is considerably reduced.

Breeding: ENEA CICCARELLI

Opal cut throat (pair)
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ENEA CICCARELLI

ENEA CICCARELLI

Opal cut throat (male)

ENEA CICCARELLI

Opal yellow throat cut throat (male)
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TOPAZ
INHERITANCE: Autosomal, sex linked.
The mutation has a quantitative reducing effect on the eumelanin pigments, they will therefore be
diluted, therefore the phaeomelanin pigments will appear with greater predominance.
(The black becomes dark grey, the brown becomes hazelnut. The phaeomelanin deposit remains
unchanged and is added to the brown eumelanin, accentuating a brownish, warm and full-bodied
background).
Lipochrome pigments are not affected.

ENEA CICCARELLI
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NEW FORMES UNDER STUDY

ACYANIC
Partially acyanic subjects that are used for the purpose of obtaining black-eye lipochromic white.

Cut throat Acyanic female
(breeding
Enea Ciccarelli)
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PASTEL
Subject to apparent pastel phenotype but genetic transmission is not yet ascertained.

LUIGI MONTINI
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LUIGI MONTINI

Comparison Cut throat, classic opal and pastel ???
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Note : section, classes and judgment sheet currently in place

Stam 4
Stam
of 4

F1 Section
Red-headed Amadina
Amadinaerythrocephala

Section F1
Amadina a tete rouge - Amadinaerythrocephala
Amadina à têterougeClassiquemâle
Amadina à tête rouge Brunmâle
Amadina à tête rouge Gris mâle
Amadina à têterougePastelmâle
Amadina à tête rouge mutation Tête jaunemâle
Amadina à têterougeClassiquefemelle
Amadina à tête rouge Brunfemelle
Amadina à tête rouge Gris femelle
Amadina à têterougePastelfemelle
Amadina à tête rouge mutation Tête jaunefemelle
Remarque
combinaisons de mutation pas admis

Stam 4
Stam
of 4

Individ.
Single

Redheaded Amadina finch Classic Cock
Redheaded Amadina finch Brown Cock
Redheaded Amadina finch Grey Cock
Redheaded Amadina finch Pastel Cock
Redheaded Amadina finch mutation Orange-headed Cock
Redheaded Amadina finch Classic Hen
Redheaded Amadina finch Brown Hen
Redheaded Amadina finch Grey Hen
Redheaded Amadina finch Pastel Hen
Redheaded Amadina finch mutation Orange-headed Hen
Remarks
no mutationscombinationsadmitted

F1 Section
Cut-throat finch
Amadinafasciata

Section F1
Cou-coupé - Amadina fasciata
Cou-coupeClassiquemâle
Cou-coupeBrunmâle
Cou-coupe Opale mâle
Cou-coupe Albino mâle
Cou-coupe Gorge jaune
Cou-coupeClassiquefemelle
Cou-coupe Brune femelle
Cou-coupé Opale femelle
Cou-coupé Albino femelle
Cou-coupé Combinaisons de mutation
Remarque
Sontadmis maximum 2 combinaisons de mutations

Cut-throat finch Classic Cock
Cut-throat finch Brown Cock
Cut-throat finch Opal Cock
Cut-throat finch Ino Cock
Cut-throat finch Yellow throat
Cut-throat finch Classic hen
Cut-throat finch Brown hen
Cut-throat finch Opal hen
Cut-throat finch Ino hen
Cut-throat finch mutations combinations
Remarks
admitted maximum 2 mutationscombinations

Score for the granting of titles: Gold, Silver and Bronze
Single
Maximum

Minimum

GOLD

95

90

SILVER
BRONZE

94
93

90
90

Stams
GOLD

360

SILVER

360

BRONZE

360
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B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Individ.
Single

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

O.M.J.
FICHE DE JUGEMENT
Exposant
Pays
N° de l’éleveur

EXOTIQUES F1
Denomination
Bague
Cage n°

Type et structure

30

Couleur

20

Dessin

20

40

Plumage

(*)
10

Attitude et maintien

10

Condition

10

Total

100

Total pour le stam
Harmonie
Total pour la collection

Juges :

(*) sujets Blancs et Apigmentés

Date :
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(*) White birds
TABLEAU RÉCAPITULATIF DES PENALISATIONS
SUMMARY TABLE OF SANCTIONS
SUR LA BASE DES POINTS À DISPOSITION

ATTRIBUTION DES POINTAGES
POINTS À DISPOSITION
AVAILABLE POINTS

AWARDING OF POINTS
EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT

BON
GOOD

SUFFISANT
SUFFICIENT

INSUFFISANT
INSUFFICIENT

40 (type blanc) (white
type)

38

37-36

35-34

33-32

30

29

28-27

26-24

23-18

20 (couleur) colour

19

18-17

16-15

14-13

20 (dessin) pattern

19

18-17

16-15

14-13

10 (Plumage)
feathering

9

8

7

6-5

10 (Maintien)
posture

10

9

8

7

10 (Condition…)
conditions

10

9

8

7
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